MSSU DEPARTMENT OF TEACHER EDUCATION
SPANISH K-12

NAME:_____________________________________

SID______________________

ADDRESS:_________________

(Last) (First) (MI)

GENERAL ED REQUIREMENTS

A. ENG 101 Eng Comp 3
A. ENG 102 or 111 Eng Comp 3
B. COMM 100 Oral Comm 3
C. MATH 120 or above
   (MATH 125 recommended) 3
D1. Life Sciences
   (BIO 101, 110, 121; EH 101) 4
D2. CHEM; PHYS; or GEOL
   (CHEM 120, 151; PHYS 100, 150, 151, 300; GEOL 120, 185, 201 or 210 & 212; GEOG 201) Check major for requirement
E1. HIST 110 or 120 Amer Hist 3
E1. PSC 120 Nat’l, State, Gov’t 3
E2. PSY 100 General Psychology 3
E2. Social & Behavioral Science
   (ECON 101, GEOG 101, SOC 110) 3
F1. Humanities & Fine Arts
   (ART 110, MUSIC 106 or 110, TH 110) 3
F2. Humanities & Fine Arts
   (ENG 250, 261, 262, 271, 272, 281, 282, 305, PHIL 201, 212) 3
G. KINE 103 Lifetime Wellness 2
H. UE 100 University Experience 3
I. EDUC 280 Educ in Global Soc 3

DEPT OF EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS (DESE)

EDUC 100 Intro to Teacher Ed
   (Recommended, not required) 1
EDUC 301 Technology in Education 3
EDUC 304 Exceptional Student 3
PSY 205 Child & Adolescent Dev
   (or PSY 200 & 201) 4
PSY 310 Ed Psych 2

DEPARTMENT OF TEACHER ED REQUIREMENTS

- Grades of C or better in professional education are required for Certification by the State of Missouri
- 55 hrs required to enter Jr. Block
- 2.75 GPA
- Enhanced ACT composite 20 or higher
- Mo GEA must be passed before Jr. Block
- Complete MEP Assessment

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO TEACHER ED MUST BE APPROVED PRIOR TO JR. BLOCK.

JR. BLOCK
EDUC 321 Microteaching 2
EDUC 329 Pedagogy 4
EDUC 423 Classroom Mgt 2
EDUC 422 Cont Area Lit I: MS/Sec
   (Recommended with Jr. Block) 3
EDUC 345 Tchg For Lang in PK-12
   (May be taken with Jr. Block) 2

ELECTIVE (Choose One)
EDUC 412 Mid Sch Org/Ph & Curr 2
EDUC 413 Mth of Tchg M.S. 2
EDUC 420 Intro to Counseling 3
PSY 412 Measurement & Eval 2

PROFESSIONAL SEMESTER
EDUC 432 Critical Issues 2
EDUC 464 Student Teaching 10

All content and EDUC courses completed before professional semester.

Program requirements are subject to revision due to certification changes.

Courses with an EDUC prefix cannot be taken until the Jr. Block has been completed. Exceptions: EDUC 100, 280, 301, & 302 should be taken prior to Jr. Block.

All candidates must submit an approved portfolio, pass the Missouri Content Assessment & complete an exit interview.

For Oklahoma, Kansas, & Arkansas certification see the certification officer in the Teacher Ed Administrative Office.
SPANISH REQUIREMENTS

- Candidates must participate in a study abroad experience in a Spanish-speaking country during spring break or the summer. The experience must meet the approval of the Spanish advisor.
- Candidates must successfully complete oral & written proficiency tests.

1. SPAN 102 Beg Spanish II  3
2. SPAN 203 Interm Span I  3
3. SPAN 204 Interm Span II  3
4. SPAN 300 Span Comp Syn  3
5. Select 1-SPAN 306 or 307  3
6. Select 1-SPAN 310 or 410  3
7. Select 1-SPAN 326 or 336  3

SPANISH ELECTIVES (12 Hrs of 300 & 400 level courses)

8. ______________________  3
9. ______________________  3
10. ______________________  3
11. ______________________  3
12. ______________________  3

Additional requirements for the Spanish major are:

1. Successful completion of proficiency tests. Guidelines are available in the Department of Foreign Languages. These guidelines indicate the general areas covered by the proficiency tests and the dates on which tests are scheduled for the academic year. Students will normally take the tests for diagnostic purposes during the second semester of the junior year and may repeat the tests during their senior year.
2. Participation in a study abroad experience in a Spanish-speaking country with the approval of the Spanish advisor. Students may participate in a university-sponsored short-term program, an ISEP semester or year abroad, a program of another accredited college or an internship. All language students are urged to work closely with the Institute of International Studies to explore available programs and financial resources. Students with special circumstances may petition to have an alternative immersion experience approved for this requirement. Credit earned may be applied to the major field.

DESE requires a 3.0 grade point average in the content classes beginning with fall 2017 graduates.
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